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TEAM INDIVIDUALISM; A GLOBAL CONSCIOUSNESS

Everyone highly trained and developed holistically tend to exceed the gap by moving
demand as development expands beyond its actions exert the butterfly effect, displaying
over his episteme.
This occurs based on a constant load dedication to strengthen their identity and can thus
interact with their peers in a synergistic manner, where each individual is master of a
geographic area which determines its wave persuasive to the speed of light, taking this
away as revealing its projection on the other through their mirror neurons, functioning as a
whole node interleaving system that spread through the land as a biological corridor
patches of its constitution.
Thus individual Suprematism is essential for sustainable development that highly
sophisticated cognitive gap widens human hitherto known. The limits are the sole
responsibility of each member and their feedback, in such circumstances the individual is
disconnected from its hedonistic addictions and therefore envy; carries the essence of all
tronchador altruistic act of freedom and expansion. Where chaos is meant only as an
economic alternative for the awakening of a higher consciousness. But releasing such
energy creep like everything; opposite forces break or ballast; which to proceed to
construct the evolutionary shift, must be annihilated.
This extermination of inconsistency in the proposed scope of the fullness path; must be
radical, firm, and as fast as imperceptible in which reflection is more tacit and subsequent
global spread territorial unification urban level. Not leaving any trace of civilization, beyond
the historical and rhetorical.
This requires establishing a functional matrix applicable for urban user modifiable stages.
This initial pattern as the individual citizen - should be: occupiable spatially, personalized,
responsible, movable and interactive.
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Set custom dynamic independence, self-sufficiency, which would expand the group with
training and this leads to the formation of the team, reaching stateholders identity and
empowering the whole environment.
Urban Semiotics:
The relationship Between the parties, the parties to each other and the whole, Generates
an Interrelated construct, a social cluster defining geographical atlas that stimulate team
spirit and therefore solidarity.
Hypothesis:
Why individuality leads the team and the Latter to construct social identity solidarity,
sustainable and sustainable, creating a synergy where the sum of the parts does not equal
the end result, pushing the overall Local development with a team mentality with solidarity.
By Fostering individuality: self-monitoring, adaptive, self-healing, self-sustainability.
It leads to a grouping like profiles sicográficos genre: urban tribes or teams to interact With
Each Other creating an urban pattern.
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Individualism makes us interact With Other Individuals mirror neurons in When We Reflect,
overdeveloped and high speed connection Individuals with a high sense of awareness to
the speed of light (taking What It Takes to travel a distance of one meter ie 3.34
nanoseconds (ns)) .
Where anything goes and nothing worth, Because there is trouble here; and competition,
and the only challenge is to jump another gap or collective spiritual development stage;
shifting the demand curve to the right.
Explaining an Increase in demand due to the variation of a factor other than price.
The Movements of the demand curve May be due to:
• The Applicant Increase in the population well.
• Changes in the outlook for future prices.
• Changes in consumer preferences.
• The Increase in disposable income of some Consumers.
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Because what is everyone belongs to no one, generating Movements in space.
A highly qualified individually is devoid of envy and THEREFORE seeks a level of selfawareness in Their environment reflecting its light in others, it is through quipo Projected
forming one body.
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